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1 Before You Start
1.1 Summary
This document describes how to implement OData services for read-only scenarios using a model-based
approach.

1.2 Mapping Business Entity Elements to Gateway Entity Type
Properties
The SAP NetWeaver Gateway Service Builder provides the tools for creating OData services. For implementing
the gateway service, a mapping editor is provided. This mapping editor enables application developers to map
OData properties to elements of so-called business entities.

1.2.1 Business Entity
The business entity interface generalizes metadata of different business model sources. It is implemented for
Data Dictionary (DDIC) tables and views, Core Data Services (CDS), and for the Business Object Processing
Framework (BOPF). A business entity consists of elements and can have associations with other business
entities.
So that the data of a business entity can be read using a gateway service, the business entity elements must be
mapped to the properties of an entity type. In order to enable navigation, the navigation properties have to be
mapped to the business entity associations.

1.2.2 Data Retrieval at Runtime
Once the OData properties are mapped, the system provides a standard, optimized implementation of the
gateway service to retrieve the data. This implementation can be extended, if required.

1.3 Objectives
This document provides you with a detailed guide on how to join business entities in order to integrate them into a
service using the Gateway Service Builder.
The mapping editor is provided to enable you to connect elements of the data source from business entities to
entity type properties of the OData data model. It also enables you to assign data source elements to the entity
type properties using drag and drop or the F4 input help.
The tutorial focuses on retrieving data of the following EPM entities:





ProductCategories
Products
Customers
SalesOrders (header and items)

1.3.1 Example
The example below shows the mapping editor mapping the different business entity elements of the business
entity SalesOrderHeaders (that is, the data source) to the corresponding properties of the OData entity type:
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Figure 1: Example of a mapping editor assigning business entity elements to the entity type properties
In the SAP NetWeaver Gateway Service Builder (see Figure 1 above), the following sections are available for
creating OData services:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Structure of the OData service with the following levels:
a. Data model
i. Entity types
ii. Associations
iii. Entity sets
iv. Association sets
b. Service implementation
c. Runtime artifacts
d. Service maintenance
Map Data Source Elements to Properties: Result of mapping from the data source element to the OData
entity type properties
Map Data Source Associations to Navigation Properties: Result of mapping of the data source
association to the OData entity type navigation property
Drag and Drop to Properties and Navigation Properties: Structure of the data source elements that can
be assigned to the OData services

1.4 Prerequisites
To perform this tutorial, take note of the following prerequisites:

1.4.1 Knowledge
The user needs basic knowledge of EPM and advanced experience with the Gateway Service Builder and OData
(http://www.odata.org).

1.4.2 Technical Requirements
In order to create EPM data such as entities and instances of EPM products, sales orders, and so on, you have to
execute the SEPM_DG generator.

1.4.3 Systems and Releases
The SADL integration is provided for SAP NetWeaver 7.40 SP05 and higher.
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1.4.4Authorizations
The user needs access and the appropriate permission in order to run the SAP NetWeaver Gateway Service
Builder.

1.4.5 Related Documents
This document is provided in the SAP Community Network (SCN) that is the social network for SAP professionals.
In addition to this subject, you will also find following SADL-related documents in SCN:



Fine-Tune the Execution of SADL-Based Gateway Services
Enforce Authorizations for SADL-Based Applications

Note
The related documents might be relevant to each other. This means, if you want to execute, for
example, the tutorial to model a Gateway-Service based business entities, you need to consider the
authorization concept.
...

2 Creating your Project
Projects are used to store the artifacts that developers need to create a service and its underlying data model at
one place.

2.1 Prerequisites
Note
In the SAP NetWeaver Gateway Service Builder (transaction SEGW), you create a project to
represent services based on a data model.
In this tutorial, the data model is provided by the S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL project
template that contains the entities and the data model. The service implementation does not
contain artifacts. Therefore, at this point no mapping is possible.

2.2 Procedure
1.
2.

Open the S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL project.
In the context menu, choose Copy Project.

Figure 2: Available context menu on the project
3.

In the creation wizard, enter the new name in the Project field:
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Figure 3: Create Project Window

Example
In this tutorial, the new project name is ZSAP_SADL_GW_SRV.
4.
5.
6.

Enter a new Description.
Deselect the Service Implementation checkbox to copy only the data model.
Choose Local Object.

2.3 Result
The new project is created and added in the Service Builder.
...

3 Activating the Gateway Service
In order to use the Gateway Service, you have to activate it by generating the runtime objects.

3.1 Checking Project Consistency
3.1.1 Procedure
1.

Choose the Check Project Consistency

icon from the toolbar to determine possible inconsistencies.

3.1.2 Result
The project is checked for possible syntax errors.

3.2 Generating the Runtime Artifacts
3.2.1 Procedure
1.

In the menu bar of the project, select the Generate Runtime Objects

icon.
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2.

In the Model and Service Definition window, confirm the automatically added names with

.

Figure 4: Model and Service Definition window with the names of the objects to be created
1.

Select the Local Object button to create a local project.

3.2.2 Result
The runtime objects (DPC and MPC classes) are created and added in the Runtime Artifacts tree:

Figure 5: Tree with the created runtime objects
In addition, the creation of the runtime artifacts is confirmed in the Messages view.

Figure 6: Success message for the creation of the runtime objects
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4 Registering the Gateway Service
In order to make your Gateway Service available in the local system, you have to register it in the Service Builder.

4.1 Procedure
1.

In the Service Maintenance tree, open the context menu at system level and select Register.

Figure 7: Context menu on the system level
2.

In the Select System Alias window, enter LOCAL in the System Alias field to run the service in a local
system.

Figure 8: Select System Alias window for entering the system alias
3.

Confirm with

.

4.

In the Add Service window, select the Local Object button and confirm with

5.

Confirm all registrations with

.

.

4.2 Result
The service is made public in the local system.
The following message is displayed:

Figure 9: Success message after registering the Gateway Service
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5 Displaying the Service Document
You can display the service document as an XML file that includes the metadata document and the customer
data. In addition, this function ensures that the registration and activation of the gateway service was successful.

5.1 Procedure
1.

In the context menu of the Service Maintenance tree, select Maintain on the system.

Figure 10: Context menu on the system level
2.

In the Service Catalog view, select the gateway service in the Technical Service Name column:

Figure 11: Display of the available gateway service in the Service Catalog view
3.
4.

In the menu bar of the ICF Nodes view, select the
button to start the SAP Netweaver
gateway client.
In the tool bar of the SAP Gateway Client, select the Execute button:
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Figure 12: Tool bar of the SAP NetWeaver Gateway Client

5.2 Result
The Service document is displayed in XML format. It contains the collections that represent the resources that
can be retrieved using the OData service.
Here, a resource is defined by the entity set “Customers” and its entity type “Customer”:

Figure 13: Service document with the collections that can be retrieved from the database
So far, you have created and activated the gateway service. Its implementation is still empty. The following
chapters show how you can create and adapt the implementation.

6 Mapping the Product Category Data
Mapping is a relationship that you establish manually between the elements of a data source object and the
properties of an entity type in the SAP NetWeaver Service Builder.
The following section will show you how to enable the retrieval of product category data.

Figure 14: SAP NetWeaver Gateway Client with request URL for ProductCategories Collection
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Note
If you try to retrieve product category data, you will run into the following problem:

Figure 15: Service document result XML without mapping of the product category data
In this case, the error is caused by the fact that there is no mapping for the business entity source of
the product categories set. So, you have to set the mapping for the product categories.

Note
The following procedure is a template that can also be adapted to other mappings.

6.1 Procedure
1.
2.
3.

On the start page of the SAP NetWeaver Gateway Service Builder, choose the project and select the
icon in order to set edit mode.
In the project tree, navigate to Service Implementation > ProductCategories.
In the context menu, select Map to Data Source.

Figure 16: Context menu on the ProductCategories service implementation
3.
4.
5.

In the Map to Data Source wizard, select the type as Business Entity.
In the Name field, choose F4.
In the new window, enter the DDIC as business entity source.
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6.

Enter the name of the SNWD_PD_CATGOS as business entity. For this entity no EPM business object
exists. Therefore, we access the EPM product category data table (SNWD_PD_CATGOS) through the
business entity source DDIC.

Figure 17: Windows for mapping the data source
7.

Confirm your entries.
The empty mapping editor is displayed:
- On the left, the properties of the Gateway ProductCategory entity type are displayed.
- On the right, the header of the EPM business entity SNWD_PD_CATGOS, the relating associations, and the
alternative keys are displayed.

Figure 18: Mapping editor before assigning the business entity elements
8.

In the mapping editor, assign the data source elements of the business entity to the corresponding entity
type properties of the data model using drag and drop.

Figure 19: Mapping editor after assigning the business entity elements to the element fields
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Note
Create the assignment as follows:
Entity Type

Business Entity

Property

Element

Data Source Tree

Sub-Tree

Category

CATEGORY

SNWD_PD_CATGOS

CATEGORY

CategoryName

CATEGORY

CATEGORY

MainCategory

MAIN_CATEGORY

MAIN_CATEGORY

MainCategoryName

MAIN_CATEGORY

MAIN_CATEGORY

NumberOfProducts

NOTE
The number of products is calculated at runtime. Check section 7
Adapting Product Category Data for details.

Note
You have to assign the same business entity element CATEGORY and entity MAIN_CATEGORY twice.

6.2 Generating the Runtime Artifacts
You must adopt your changes in the runtime artifacts.

6.2.1 Procedure
1.
2.

In the menu bar of the project, select the Generating Runtime Objects
Confirm the Object Editing window for all objects.

icon.

6.2.2 Result
The runtime objects are created and a success message is displayed.

Figure 20: Success message after registering the gateway service

6.3 Displaying Data of Multiple Product Categories
6.3.1 Procedure
Now you can display the product category data. For this purpose, refer to section 5 Displaying the Service
Document.

Note
In the Request URI field of the SAP NetWeaver gateway client, enter ProductCategories after the
last slash. Note that this is case-sensitive and uppercase letters must be in the correct place.

Example
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/ProductCategories

How To... Model a Gateway Service based on Business Entities
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Figure 21: Request URL for ProductCategories

6.3.2 Result
The current state of the product category data is displayed in XML format.

Figure 22: Service document result XML ProductCategories

6.4 Displaying Data of a Single Product Category
6.4.1 Procedure
You can display the product category data of a single category only.

Note
In the Request URI field of the SAP NetWeaver gateway client, enter ProductCategories after the
last slash. Note that this is case-sensitive and uppercase letters must be in the correct place. In
addition, add the name of a Category with hyphens and in brackets.

Example
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/ProductCategories('Accessories')

Figure 23: Request URL for a single product category

6.4.2 Result
The current state of the product category data is displayed in XML format.
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Figure 24: Service document result XML for a single product category

7 Adapting Product Category Data
So far, the retrieval of the product category works out of the box based on the mapping modeled in the Mapping
Editor, without any manual coding effort. In many cases, this will be sufficient. But it is also possible to extend the
standard logic.
For instance, the number of products for each product category is still zero in your service because it has not
been mapped in the Mapping Editor. In this section, you will insert code into the DPC_EXT class that will perform
the calculation of the number of products.

7.1 Redefining the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITYSET
Method
7.1.1 Procedure
1.

In the Runtime Artifacts tree, open the context menu on the ZCL_ZSAP_SADL_GW_SRV_DPC_EXT class
and select Go to ABAP Workbench.

Figure 25: Context menu on the ZCL_ZSAP_SADL_GW_SRV_DPC_EXT class
2.

In the Class Builder of the Workbench, select the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITYSET method that is
responsible for retrieving product category data.

3.

Set the edit mode and select the

Redefine icon from the toolbar.

How To... Model a Gateway Service based on Business Entities
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Figure 26: List of the methods that are contained in the ZCL_ZSAP_SADL_GW_SRV_DPC_EXT class
The ABAP editor is opened:

Figure 27: ABAP editor of the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITYSET method
4.

Replace the existing code by the following:

" this method was redefined to calculate the number of products per
category
method productcategorie_get_entityset.
field-symbols: <fs_entityset> like line of et_entityset[].
call method super->productcategorie_get_entityset
exporting
iv_entity_name
= iv_entity_name
iv_entity_set_name
= iv_entity_set_name
iv_source_name
= iv_source_name
it_filter_select_options = it_filter_select_options[]
is_paging
= is_paging
it_key_tab
= it_key_tab[]
it_navigation_path
= it_navigation_path
How To... Model a Gateway Service based on Business Entities
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it_order
iv_filter_string
iv_search_string
io_tech_request_context

=
=
=
=

it_order[]
iv_filter_string
iv_search_string
io_tech_request_context

importing
et_entityset
es_response_context

= et_entityset[]
= es_response_context.

" get number of products per category
loop at et_entityset[] assigning <fs_entityset>.
select count(*)
from (if_epm_product_header=>gc_db_table_name)
into <fs_entityset>-numberofproducts
where category = <fs_entityset>-category.
endloop.
endmethod.
5.
6.

Activate that ABAP class.
Retrieve the product category data once again.
See section 6.3 Displaying Data of Multiple Product Categories

7.1.2 Result
The number of product categories is added in the NumberOfProducts code line.

Figure 28: Request URL for ProductCategories

Figure 29: Product category data with the calculated number of products displayed in XML format
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7.2 Redefining the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITY
Method
7.2.1 Procedure
1.
2.
3.

Like in section 7.1 Redefining the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITYSET Method open the class
ZCL_ZSAP_SADL_GW_SRV_DPC_EXT in the Class Builder of the Workbench.
In the Class Builder of the Workbench, select the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITY method that is
responsible for retrieving data of a single product category.
Set the edit mode and select the

Redefine icon from the toolbar.

The ABAP editor is opened:

Figure 30: ABAP editor of the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITY method
4.

Replace the existing code by the following:

method productcategorie_get_entity.
call method super->productcategorie_get_entity
exporting
iv_entity_name
= iv_entity_name
iv_entity_set_name
= iv_entity_set_name
iv_source_name
= iv_source_name
it_key_tab
= it_key_tab
io_request_object
= io_request_object
io_tech_request_context = io_tech_request_context
it_navigation_path
= it_navigation_path
importing
er_entity
= er_entity.
" get number of products for the category
select count(*)
from (if_epm_product_header=>gc_db_table_name)
into er_entity-numberofproducts
where category = er_entity-category.
endmethod.
5.
6.
7.

Activate that ABAP class.
Retrieve the product category data once again.
See section 6.4 Displaying Data of a Single Product Category
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Example
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/ProductCategories('Accessories')

7.2.2 Result
The number of product categories is added in the NumberOfProducts code line.

8 Mapping Sales Order Headers
This section will show you how to enable the retrieval of sales order headers.

8.1 Note on Business Object ‘Sales Order’
In EPM, the sales order consists of a header and several items that are connected based on a 1:n association and
the corresponding schedule lines.
A sales order can be created either manually by a sales team member or generated automatically by an inbound
processing step.
In the metadata service document, the associations are defined as follows:

Figure 31: Definition of the SalesOrder code in the Service Document

8.2 Procedure
Note
Data mapping is a generalized process.
Refer to the general procedure for mapping data in chapter 6 Mapping the Product Category Data
1.
2.
3.

On the start page of the SAP NetWeaver Gateway Service Builder, choose the project and select the
icon in order to set edit mode.
In the project tree, navigate to Service Implementation > SalesOrderHeaders
In the context menu, select Map to Data Source.

How To... Model a Gateway Service based on Business Entities
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Figure 32: Windows for mapping the data source

8.3 Business Entity Data
In the first step you have to create the mapping template. For this purpose, the following data is required:




Data Source Attributes: Types: Business Entity
Business Entity Source: EPM
Business Entity Name: IF_EPM_SO~IF_EPM_SO_HEADER

Note
EPM-specific data:
Part before the tilde character: Name of the EPM business object (IF_EPM_SO = Sales Order)
Part after the tilde character: Name of the business object node (IF_EPM_SO_HEADER = Sales Order
Header node )

8.4 Mapping Assignment
8.4.1 Data Source Elements to Entity Type Properties
You have to assign the data source elements to the entity type properties. For this purpose, you need to connect
the following subtrees to the entity type properties using drag and drop:

Note
Create the assignment as follows:
Entity Type

Business Entity

Property

Element

Data Source Tree

Sub-Tree

SalesOrderId

SO_ID

IF_EPM_BP~IF_EPM_SO_HEADER

SO_ID

CustomerId

NAVIGATE_TO_BUSINESS_PARTNER.BP_ID

NAVIGATE_TO_BUSINESS_PARTNER

BP_ID

CurrencyCode

CURRENCY_CODE

IF_EPM_BP~IF_EPM_SO_HEADER

CURRENCY_CO
DE

GrossAmount

GROSS_AMOUNT

GROSS_AMOUN

How To... Model a Gateway Service based on Business Entities
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Entity Type
Property

Business Entity
Element

Data Source Tree

Sub-Tree
T

NetAmount

NET_AMOUNT

NET_AMOUNT

TaxAmount

TAX_AMOUNT

TAX_AMOUNT

Note
For the assignment of the CustomerId property binding (BP_ID), you need to expand the business
entity association NAVIGATE_TO_BUSINESS_PARTNER tree.

8.4.2 Data Source Associations with Entity Type Navigation
Properties
In order to combine the SalesOrderHeaders with the SalesOrderItems, you have to assign the data source
association to the navigation properties of the entity type. For this purpose, you must connect the following
subtree to the association using drag and drop:

Figure 33: Mapping editor after assigning the association

Note
Create the assignment as follows:
Entity Type

Business Entity

Navigation
Prop.

Association Target

Association

Data Source Tree

Items

SalesOrderItems

NAVIGATE_TO_ITEMS

NAVIGATE_TO_ITEMS

NOTE

How To... Model a Gateway Service based on Business Entities
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For the assignment of the association target (SalesOrderItems), you need to drag and drop the
NAVIGATE_TO_ITEMS main tree level.

Note
Generating the artifacts at this point will bring up error messages since the target node of the
association, which is “Sales Order Items”, is not yet mapped. So for generating the project and
displaying Sales Order Header data, we have to first complete the next section 9 Mapping Sales Order
Items.

9 Mapping Sales Order Items
This section will show you how to enable the retrieval of sales order items.

9.1 Entity Data




Data Source Attributes: Types: Business Entity
Business Entity Source: EPM
Business Entity Name: IF_EPM_SO~IF_EPM_SO_ITEM

Note
EPM-specific data:
Part before the tilde character: Name of the EPM business object (IF_EPM_SO = Sales Order)
Part after the tilde character: Name of the business object node (IF_EPM_SO_ITEM = Sales Order Item
node)

9.2 Mapping Assignment
You have to assign the data source elements to the entity type properties. For this purpose, you need to connect
the following subtrees to the entity type properties using drag and drop:

Note
Create the assignment as follows:
Entity Type

Business Entity

Property

Element

Data Source Tree

Sub-Tree

SalesOrderId

NAVIGATE_TO_PARENT.SO_I
D

NAVIGATE_TO_PARENT

SO_ID

ItemNumber

SO_ITEM_POS

IF_EPM_SO~IF_EPM_SO_ITEM

SO_ITEM_POS

ProductId

NAVIGATE_TO_PRODUCT.PRO
DUCT_ID

NAVIGATE_TO_PRODUCT

PRODUCT_ID

CurrencyCode

CURRENCY_CODE

IF_EPM_SO~IF_EPM_SO_ITEM

CURRENCY_CODE

GrossAmount

GROSS_AMOUNT

GROSS_AMOUNT

NetAmount

NET_AMOUNT

NET_AMOUNT

TaxAmount

TAX_AMOUNT

TAX_AMOUNT

DeliveryDate

NAVIGATE_TO_SCHEDULE_LI
NES.DELIVERY_DATE

Quantity

NAVIGATE_TO_SCHEDULE_LI
NES.QUANTITY

QUANTITY

QuantityUnit

NAVIGATE_TO_SCHEDULE_LI
NES.QUANTITY_UNIT

QUANTITY_UNIT

NAVIGATE_TO_SCHEDULE_LINES

DELIVERY_DATE

NOTE


For the assignment of the SalesOrderId property binding (SO_ID), you need to expand the
business entity association NAVIGATE_TO_PARENT tree.
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For the assignment of the ProductId property binding (PRODUCT_ID), you need to expand the
business entity association NAVIGATE_TO_PRODUCT tree.
For the assignment of the Schedule Line property bindings (DELIVERY_DATE, QUANTITY,
QUANTITY_UNIT), you need to expand the business entity association
NAVIGATE_TO_SCHEDULE_LINES tree.

9.3 Generating the Runtime Artifacts
You have to adopt your changes in the runtime artifacts. For this purpose, refer to section 6.2 Generating the
Runtime Artifacts.

9.4 Displaying Sales Order Header Data
9.4.1 Procedure
You now display the sales order data in XML format. For this purpose, refer to section 5 Displaying the Service
Document.

Note
In the Request URI field of the SAP NetWeaver gateway client, enter SalesOrderHeaders after the
last slash. Pay attention to the upperca\se letters.

Example
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/SalesOrderHeaders

9.4.2 Result
The current state of the sales order header data is displayed in XML format.

Note
If required, you could also extend the standard retrieval of sales order header data, similarly as you
did for customer data and product category data. In order to do this, you would redefine methods
SALESORDERHEADER_GET_ENTITYSET and SALESORDERHEADER_GET_ENTITY of class
ZCL_ZSAP_SADL_GW_SRV_DPC_EXT.

9.5 Displaying Sales Order Item Data
Now, the business entity automatically enables you to read the sales order items on the basis of the association
defined between the SalesOrderHeader and SalesOrderItem Entity. This means you can navigate from the
SalesOrderHeader to the corresponding SalesOrderItems.
For this purpose, refer to section 8.4.2 Data Source Associations with Entity Type Navigation Properties.

9.5.1 Procedure
You now display the sales order data in XML format. For this purpose, refer to section 5 Displaying the Service
Document.

Note
In the Request URI field of the SAP NetWeaver gateway client, enter SalesOrderItems and the Item
IDs with hyphens and in brackets. In addition, add a slash and Items. Note that the Id is generated
by the system. Pay attention to the uppercase letters.

Example
Id: 500022020
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/SalesOrderHeaders('500000000')/Items
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Figure 34: Request URL for all SalesOrderItems of SalesOrderHeader ‘500000000’

9.5.2 Result
The current state of the sales order items data is displayed in XML format.

Figure 35: Single sales order item data in XML format

10 [Optional:] Define Mapping of Remaining
Entities
The following sections are optional. You need to execute the tasks if you like to practice principles learned in the
previous sections and test all entities in the service.

10.1 Mapping the Product Data
This section shows how to enable retrieval of product data. The section focuses on a more complex data source
mapping with two levels navigation.

10.1.1 Procedure
1.

Create mapping of Products to Data Source. For this purpose, the following data is required:

Data Source Attributes: Type: Business Entity
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2.

Business Entity Source: EPM
Business Entity Name: IF_EPM_PRODUCT~IF_EPM_PRODUCT_HEADER

Assign the data source elements to the entity type properties. For this purpose, you need to connect the
following subtrees to the entity type properties using drag and drop or by entering the elements names
into the mapping table as follows:

Entity Type

Business Entity

Property

Element

Data Source Tree

Subtree

ProductId

PRODUCT_ID

PRODUCT_ID

Category

CATEGORY

IF_EPM_PRODUCT~IF_
EPM_PRODUCT_HEADER

Name

NAVIGATE_TO_NAME.NAVI
GATE_TO_DATA.TEXT

NAVIGATE_TO_NAME

NAVIGATE_TO_
DATA

TEXT

ShortDescription

NAVIGATE_TO_DESCRIPTI
ON.NAVIGATE_TO_DATA.T
EXT

NAVIGATE_TO_DESCRI
PTION

SupplierId

NAVIGATE_TO_BUSINESS_
PARTNER.BP_ID

NAVIGATE_TO_BUSINE
SS_PARTNER

BP_ID

SupplierName

NAVIGATE_TO_BUSINESS_
PARTNER.COMPANY_NAME

NAVIGATE_TO_
BUSINESS_PAR
TNER

QuantityUnit

MEASURE_UNIT

Weight

WEIGHT_MEASURE

Weight Unit

WEIGHT_UNIT

WEIGHT_UNIT

Price

PRICE

PRICE

CurrencyCode

CURRENCY_CODE

CURRENCY_COD
E

DimensionWidth

WIDTH

WIDTH

DimensionDepth

DEPTH

DEPTH

DimensionHight

HEIGHT

HEIGHT

DimensionUnit

DIM_UNIT

DIM_UNIT

PictureUrl

PRODUCT_PIC_URL

PRODUCT_PIC_
URL

CategoryName

CATEGORY

CATEGORY

LongDescription

IF_EPM_PRODUCT~IF_
EPM_PRODUCT_HEADER

Subtree

CATEGORY

COMPANY_NAME

MEASURE_UNIT
WEIGHT_MEASU
RE

NOTE





3.
4.

For the assignment of the property binding Name, you have to expand the business entity
association NAVIGATE_TO_NAME tree and open its NAVIGATE_TO_DATA subtree.
For the assignment of the property bindings ShortDescription and LongDescription,
you have to expand the business entity association NAVIGATE_TO_DESCRIPTION tree and open
its NAVIGATE_TO_DATA sub-tree.
For the assignment of the supplier property bindings (SupplierID, SupplierName), you have
to expand the business entity association NAVIGATE_TO_BUSINESS_PARTNER tree.

Generate the runtime artifacts. For this purpose, refer to section 6.2 Generating the Runtime Artifacts.
Display Product Data. Use service path like in the example:
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/Products

10.1.2 Result
The current state of the product data is displayed in XML format.

10.2

Mapping of Customer Data

This section shows how to enable retrieval of customer data. The section is prerequisite for the next section.
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10.2.1 Procedure
1.

Create mapping of Customers to Data Source. For this purpose, the following data is required:

Data Source Attributes: Type: Business Entity

Business Entity Source: EPM

Business Entity Name: IF_EPM_BP~IF_EPM_BP_HEADER

2.

Assign the data source elements to the entity type properties. For this purpose, you need to connect the
following subtrees to the entity type properties using drag and drop or by entering the elements names
into the mapping table as follows:
Entity Type

3.
4.

Business Entity

Property

Element

Data Source Tree

Sub-Tree

CustomerID

BP_ID

IF_EPM_BP~IF_EPM_BP_HEADER

BP_ID

EmailAdress

EMAIL_ADDRESS

EMAIL_ADDRESS

PhoneNumber

PHONE_NUMBER

PHONE_NUMBER

City

NAVIGATE_TO_COMPANY_ADDRESS
.CITY

PostalCode

NAVIGATE_TO_COMPANY_ADDRESS
.POSTAL_CODE

POSTAL_CODE

Street

NAVIGATE_TO_COMPANY_ADDRESS
.STREET

STREET

HouseNumber

NAVIGATE_TO_COMPANY_ADDRESS
.BUILDING

BUILDING

Country

NAVIGATE_TO_COMPANY_ADDRESS
.COUNTRY

COUNTRY

FirstName

NAVIGATE_TO_CONTACT.FIRST_N
AME

LastName

NAVIGATE_TO_CONTACT.LAST_NA
ME

LAST_NAME

DateOfBirth

NAVIGATE_TO_CONTACT.DATE_OF
_BIRTH

DATE_OF_BIRTH

NAVIGATE_TO_COMPANY_ADDRESS

NAVIGATE_TO_CONTACT

CITY

FIRST_NAME

Generate the Runtime Artifacts. For this purpose, refer to section 6.2 Generating the Runtime Artifacts.
Retrieve the product customer data.
See section 6.4 Displaying Data of a Single Product Category

Example
5.

/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/Customers
As result you see that DateOfBirth for certain customers is not maintained. You can fix this by adapting
the data as described in the next section.

10.3

Adapting Customer Data

In this section let us try to adapt the service data. Let us assume we want to ensure that no initial date of birth is
returned from the customer. To do this, you insert code into the DPC_EXT class, which will set the date of birth, if
initial.

10.3.1 Procedure
1.

Like in section 7.1 Redefining the PRODUCTCATEGORIE_GET_ENTITYSET Method open the class
ZCL_ZSAP_SADL_GW_SRV_DPC_EXT in the Class Builder of the Workbench.

2.

In the Class Builder of the Workbench, select the CUSTOMERS_GET_ENTITYSET method that is
responsible for retrieving multiple customer data.
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3.

Set the edit mode and select the
Redefine icon from the toolbar. Redefine the method as follows:
" this method was redefined to set the 'date of birth' to a default date
" if none is available with the customer data
method customers_get_entityset.
data: ls_entity like line of et_entityset[].
call method super->customers_get_entityset
exporting
iv_entity_name
= iv_entity_name
iv_entity_set_name
= iv_entity_set_name
iv_source_name
= iv_source_name
it_filter_select_options = it_filter_select_options[]
is_paging
= is_paging
it_key_tab
= it_key_tab[]
it_navigation_path
= it_navigation_path[]
it_order
= it_order[]
iv_filter_string
= iv_filter_string
iv_search_string
= iv_search_string
io_tech_request_context = io_tech_request_context
importing
et_entityset
= et_entityset[]
es_response_context
= es_response_context.
" set default 'date of birth' for those customers for which the date
" has not been specified
ls_entity-date_of_birth = '19720401'.
modify et_entityset[]
from ls_entity
transporting date_of_birth
where date_of_birth is initial.
endmethod.

4.
5.

Save the changes.
In the method list, select the method CUSTOMERS_GET_ENTITY method that is responsible for
retrieving single customer data.

6.

Select the
Redefine icon from the toolbar. Redefine the method as follows:
" this method was redefined to set the 'date of birth' to a default date
" if none is available with the customer data
method customers_get_entity.
call method super->customers_get_entity
exporting
iv_entity_name
= iv_entity_name
iv_entity_set_name
= iv_entity_set_name
iv_source_name
= iv_source_name
it_key_tab
= it_key_tab[]
io_request_object
= io_request_object
io_tech_request_context = io_tech_request_context
it_navigation_path
= it_navigation_path[]
importing
er_entity
= er_entity.
if ( er_entity-date_of_birth is initial ).
er_entity-date_of_birth = '19720401'.
endif.
endmethod.
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7.
8.
9.

Save and activate the ABAP class.
Retrieve the product customer data again as described in the previous section and check that
DateOfBirth is set to default where it was not set before. Use service path like in the example:
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/Customers
Test that the DateOfBirth is set if you retrieve just one entity. Use service path like in the example:
/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSAP_SADL_GW_SERVICE_SRV/Customers('0100000000')
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Appendix
Terms and Abbreviations
Term

Description

Business Object Processing
Framework (BOPF)

Object-oriented framework that provides a set of generic services and
functionalities to speed up, standardize, and modularize ABAP
development.

Business Entity

Business model metadata interface that offers a harmonized
metadata consumption of existing and new business models. The
interface is implemented for BOPF and DDIC tables and views
productively.

Core Data Services (CDS)

Infrastructure for defining and consuming semantically rich data
models in SAP HANA

Data Provider Class (DPC)

Model for the data access in order to provide all application data
about the service at the runtime

Data Dictionary (DDIC)

Persistent storage for data types that are visible in all repository
objects.

DPC_EXT class

Data Provider Extension Class that inherits from the DPC class in
order to implement additional enhancements

Enterprise Procurement Model
(EPM)

Enterprise Procurement Model (EPM) is a demo/proxy application
which integrates many NetWeaver technologies that are used by
Business Suite applications.

GET_ENTITY

Methods that provide single instances

GET_ENTITYSET

Methods that provide a collection of Entity Sets

Metadata Provider Class (MPC)

Set of interfaces which you can use to build a meta model of a service
at the runtime

MPC_EXT class

Metadata Provider Extension Class that inherits from the MPC class in
order to implement additional enhancements

Support and Issue Reporting
In case of a functional error in the SEGW mapping editor, report an incident for the BC-ESI-ESF-GW application
component.
In case of a functional error with the SADL runtime when executing an OData request, report an incident for the
BC-ESI-ESF-BSA application component.
In case of other technical questions, check the SAP Communication Network (SCN):
http://scn.sap.com/community/abap/hana
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